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Abstract-we consider the solution of several nonlinear systems that come from the discretization 
of two-dimensional boundary value problems using well-known algorithms based on the quasi-Newton 
idea: Newton’s method, Broyden’s method and the Column-Updating method. Numerical results can 
be useful for researchers to indicate the performances that should be improved by future algorithms 
or implementations. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this numerical study, we compare Newton and quasi-Newton methods for nonlinear systems 
using a simple globalization strategy, based on monotone decrease of the squared norm of the 
residue. A major objective of our research is to detect some difficult problems that cannot be 
solved by any of the tested methods. To make sure that the difficulties of these problems are 
due to topological or algebraic features, and not to nonexistence of solution or very poor initial 
estimates, we generated many problems with the same solution and used the same initial point 
(not “far” from the solution). 
The problems considered here lie within a well-defined scope: finite-difference discretization of 
second-order nonlinear boundary value problems. For some parameters, numerical results have 
been reported by other authors. Here we extend the parameter ange in order to include harder 
problems. These problems are easy to code in standard scientific languages. Moreover, our own 
codes are available. Due to the characteristics above, our numerical experiments are entirely (and 
easily) reproducible. 
As a result of our experimentation, we obtain an “observation field” from which conjectures 
(or hypotheses for future experiments) can arise. Our own conjectures are stated at the final 
section of this paper. An important objective of our work is to motivate the readers to formulate 
alternative conjectures and to devise new experimental studies, destined to confirm or refute our 
conjectures. 
This work was supported by FAPESP (Grant 90-37246), FINEP and FAEP-UNICAMP. Present address of 
D. N. Kozakevich: Department of Mathematics, Federal University of Santa Catarina, Florianbpolis, Santa Cata- 
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2. THE METHODS 
Numerical algorithms for solving 
F(x) = 0, (1) 
where F : IP + IV, are iterative. We assume that J(x) z F’(z) is continuous for all x E Wn. 
The Newtonian approach (see [1,2]) consists in considering, given the lath approximation xk, a 
linear model 
J%(X) = F(x/J + &(a: - xk), (2) 
defining xk+l as a solution of 
L/Jx) = 0. (3) 
The algorithms defined by (2) and (3) are called quasi-Newton methods. Newton’s method is 
defined by Bk = J(Q) and the mocZ$ed Newton method corresponds to & = J(xo) for all Ic. 
Apart from these, the most popular quasi-Newton methods are those based on the secant equation 
Bk+lSk = Yk, (4 
where Sk = Xk+r - Xk and Yk = F(xk+i) - F(xk) for all k = 0, 1,2,. . . . The equation (4) implies 
the interpolatory conditions &(xk) = F(xk) and &__1(Xk__l) = F(xk_1) for all k = 1,2,. . . 
(see PI). 
When n is large and J(x) is sparse, special techniques baaed on sparse L - U factorizations 
must be used to solve Lk(x) = 0, in the case of the Newton method. In this case, (3) takes the 
form 
J(xk)sk = -F(xk)r where Sk = xk+l - xk. (5) 
In our implementation of quasi-Newton methods we choose Bo = J(Q), so the first iteration is 
as in (5). The remaining iterations are more economical. In the case of the Modified Newton 
method, the stored L - U factorization of J(xc) is used to obtain sk, k 2 0. Both Broyden’s 
method and the Column-Updating method [3,4] are baaed on rank-one corrections of Bk. This 
means that 
Bk+r = Bk + (Yk - BkSk) (Zk)T 
(Zk)T Sk 
7 (6) 
where Zk = Xk+i - Xk for Broyden’s method and Zk = ejk, ](ejk)Tsk( = ]]sk]]oo for the Column- 
Updating method. ({e’, . . . , en} is the canonical basis of llP.> Numerical results concerning the 
performance of these methods on problems of moderate size have been reported recently [6,6]. 
Applying the Sherman-Morrison formula to (6) [7, p. 511 we obtain 
BL;l = J-$1 + @k - Bi1Yk> czkJT ql. 
(Zk)T Bk’Yk 
(7) 
Formula (7) shows that Biil can be obtained from Bil using 0(n2) floating point operations 
in the dense case. Moreover, 
B& = (I+ uk (Zk)T) Bk’, 
where uk = (Sk - B~lyk)/(Zk)TB~lyk, SO 
I+ ‘Ilk-1 (+l)T ) . . . (I + uo (~0)~) B;‘, (8) 
for k = 1,2,3.... 
Expression (8) is used when n is large. In this way, the computer time of iteration k is O(kn) 
plus the computer time of computing B{‘F(xk). A special device introduced in [8] permits the 
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implementation of Broyden’s method storing only one additional n-vector per iteration (see also 
[9,101). 
Pure quasi-Newton methods do not exhibit the “monotone decrease property” 
IIF(Q+1)ll I llF(QJll 7 (9) 
and they are known to converge only locally, in the sense that they find, assymptotically, a 
solution of the system only if the initial estimate is good enough. In many practical cases, this 
assertion is extremely pessimistic. However, it is usual to impose modifications of the basic 
local iteration in order to force (9) with the belief that this enhances the probability of global 
convergence. One of the ways of forcing (9) is through the procedure known as backtracking. In 
this case, the iteration takes the form 
xk+l = 2k - w&lF (Qc) , (10) 
where ok is the first element of the sequence {2-i, i = 0, 1,2,. . . } such that 
IIF (zk - okBklF (zk)) ]I2 < ]IF (zk)]]2. (11) 
An ok > 0 satisfying (11) exists if dk = -B,‘F(Z?&) is a descent direction, that is 
[J (zk) dklT F (xk) < 0. (12) 
Condition (12) holds trivially in the case of the Newton iteration. In quasi-Newton methods it 
must be tested previously to the backtracking process. 
An alternative procedure, that avoids the necessity of computing the Jacobian in quasi-Newton 
iterations, is to define ok as the first number of the sequence (1, -l/2, l/4, -l/8,. . . } such 
that (11) holds. This “double-backtracking” strategy is adopted in our numerical experiments. 
The procedures outlined above are fairly popular and many algorithms for solving large and 
sparse nonlinear systems are introduced with the aim of improving the practical performance of 
those basic methods. Global convergence of the methods when the Jacobians are nonsingular 
is generally proved if a condition slightly more strict than (11) is imposed. Sometimes, the 
globalization scheme is baaed on trust-regions (see [2,11]) instead of line-searches. 
3. THE PROBLEMS 
The problems considered in this paper consist in finding u : [0, l] x [0, l] + P such that 
Gx(u) = f(s,t), (13) 
with boundary conditions, where G is an operator that involves second-order partial derivatives 
of u. In all the problems, we divide [0, l] in 64 subintervals. Consequently, we have 63 x 63 E 3969 
grid points. The unknowns of the discretized system are the values of u at these grid points. 
All the derivatives are approximated using central differences. Replacing, in (13), the function 
and the derivatives by their approximations, and using the boundary conditions, we obtain a 
nonlinear system of equations (1) where the number of equations and unknowns is equal to the 
number of grid points. The unknowns u(ih, jh) are ordered lexicographically in the vector 2, 
that is, the index of u(ih, jh) preceeds the indices of u(i’h, j’h) when j’ > j and when j’ = j and 
i’ > i. 
As in [lo], we use a “known solution” of the nonlinear system. This solution is 
u,(s,t) = lOst(1 - s)(l - t)exp (s~.~) . (14 
In these cases, the function f(s,t) is determined, at the grid points, in such a way that z+, the 
discretization of u*, is an exact solution of the system F(z) = 0. This device allows us to use the 
artificial stopping criterion 
1 [zk]i - [&]i 1 5 10-4, (15) 
where [y]i denotes the ith coordinate of the n-vector y. 
The operators GA considered in this study are defined below. In all cases the boundary condi- 
tion is u = 0 and A is the two-dimensional Laplacian operator. 
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GA(U) = -Au + X 
u3 
1 + sz + tz 
3.2. Bratu Problems 
3.3. Convection-Diffusion Problems 
GA(U) = -Au + Xe” 
GA(u) = -Au + Xu(u, + ut) 
4. THE EXPERIMENTS 
(16) 
(17) 
(1% 
We tried to solve the problems defined above for different values of X, starting with the null 
initial 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
(viii) 
vector. The following methods, outlined in Section 2, were used: 
Newton’s method (N); 
Newton’s method with backtracking (N-B); 
Broyden’s method (B); 
Broyden’s method with backtracking (B-B); 
Column-Updating method (CUM); 
Column-Updating method with backtracking (CUM-B); 
Modified Newton method (MN); 
Modified Newton method with backtracking (MN-B). 
In the following tables we show the results of the experimentation. In Tables 4.1, 4.4 and 4.7 
the qualitative results of the experiments are presented. The meaning of the symbols therein is: 
CX: Convergence ocurred to the discretization of (14)) with the criterion (15). 
CF: Execution was stopped because llF(z~)[loo I 10-l’. (Very likely, this reflects convergence 
to an alternative solution to (14).) 
Wime: The execution was stopped after 10 minutes of CPU time. 
OOb&: The backtracking strategy failed. In fact, 
(Very likely, the computed direction was almost orthogonal to the gradient of the sum 
of squares.) 
warge: A point was found where llF(zk)ll~ 2 10”. 
In Tables 4.2, 4.5 and 4.8, the number of iterations and the number of functional evaluations 
performed for each experiment (kon, fe) are displayed. In Tables 4.3, 4.6 and 4.9 we indicate the 
CPU time of each execution. In all these tables, the symbol oo indicates that convergence did 
not occur, neither by the criterion (15)) nor by the functional value. (In fact, this duplicates the 
information of Tables 4.1, 4.4 and 4.7, but makes the readability easier.) 
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Table 4.1. Poisson problem. 
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Table 4.2. Poisson problem: (iterations, evaluations of F(r)). 
- 1800 
- 1400 
-1300 
-1200 
-1100 
-1000 
-900 
-800 
-700 
-600 
’ N N-B B B-B CUM CUM-B MN MN-B 
(lit 1l)oa (11,41), (196,196), (20,534)~ (238,238), (23,564), (130,130), (28,691), 
(11,11)00 (11,37)ca (l96,196), (20,523), (238,238)oo (22,449)m (133,133), (18,362), 
(11~11)~ (12,56), (196,196), (16,335), (238,238), (21,492), (137,137), (46,571), 
(11,11)oa (12,52)00 (196,196), (23,696), (238,238), (24,668), (142,142), (22,507), 
(11,11)00 (12,68), (196,196), (25,637), (238,238), (19,296), (148,148), (24,625), 
(11,ll)c.a (l2,58)00 (196,196)c-s (23,549), (238,238), (18,298), (154,154), (75,1645), 
(11,11), 1 (12,60), 1 (196,196), 1 (20,458), 1 (238,238), I (23,485), I 062,X%x, I (28,474), I 
-500 (12,l2)ca (13,77)m (196,196), (27,604), (238,238), (149,3608), (172,172)- (126,1218), 
-400 (l2,12), (13,39), (196,196), (21,412), (238,238), (22,545), (185,185), (28,338), 
-300 (12,12), (13,34), (196,196), (25,540), (127,127) (22,533), (203,203), (23,347), 
-200 (13,13)00 (9914) (35935) (l7,465), (238,238), (20,594), (232,232), (33,517), 
-100 (3*3) (393) (595) (595) (696) (696) (8,8) (8,8) 
0 (191) (1!1) (111) (l!l) (191) (l,l) (l!l) (l? 1) 
100 (5,5) (595) (l&10) (8914) (9,9) (9,9) (342,342)c.z (119,356) 
200 (696) (6,6) (14914) (13,29) (23,23) (27,454), (342,342), (17,66) 
300 (797) (797) (20,20) (29,804)~ (17917) (16,266), (342,342), (20983) 
400 (8?8) (878) (20,20) (22,534), (238,238), (26,663), (342,342), (24,105) 
500 (8,8) (898) W38) (l9,386)co (39,39) (21,315), (342,342), (78,391) 
600 (999) (919) (132,132) (16,279), (238,238), (16,519), (342,342), (61,332) 
700 (999) (919) (42,42) (22,674), (238,238), (27,796), (342,342), (53,292) 
800 (999) (999) (109,109) (l9,348)oa (238,238), (22,578), (342,342), (53,298) 
900 (10,lO) (10~10) (%l96)m (16,487), (238,238)~ (22,689), (342, 342)oo (38,207) 
1000 (10,lO) (10,10) (73973) (l4,249), (238,238)~ (18,371), (342,342), (28,143) 
1100 (10,lO) (10,10) (89,89) (18,455)ca (238,238), (19,377)m (342,342)- (28,141) 
1200 (10,lO) (10,10) (169,169) (18,524), (238,238), (22,475), (342,342), (31,168) 
1300 (10,lO) (10,lO) (192,192) (25,466), (238,238)s, (21,470)- (342, 342)m (55,320) 
1400 00, 10) (10,10) (196,196), (24,440), (238,238), (26,712), (342,342), (53,316) 
1500 (10, 10) (10,10) (196,l96), (29,732), (238,238), (25,483), (342,342), (69,422) 
1600 (16, 10) (lo, 10) (196,l96), (18,40&z (238,238), (20,365), (342,342), (77,478) 
1700 (lo, 10) (10, lo) (l96;l96), (17,396)~ (238,238), (23,507), (342,342), (95,608) 
1800 (10,lO) (lo, lo) (196,196), (23,576), (238,238), (18, 445)oo (342,342), (108,705) 
1900 1 (lO,lO) 1 (lO,10) 1 (E&196), 1 (l8,403), 1 (238,238), 1 (22,643), 1 (342,342), 1 (129,858) 
2000 1 (10,lO) 1 (lO,lO) 1 (196,196), 1 (20,664), I (237,237)m I (23,528), I (340,340), I (146.987) 
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Table 4.3. Poisson problem: CPU time (seconds). 
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x I N N-B B 1 B-B 1 CUM 1 CUM-B 1 MN 1 MN-B 
-2000 619.53, 617.95, 600.90, 112.7&, 602.2700 170.38- 224.84, 135.16, 
-1900 631.47, 1 618.84, 603.67, 134.55, 602.45, 130.86, 228.12, 99.90, 
-1800 629.2260 628.27, 601.63, 108.79, 602.49, 112.48, 231.31, 107.45, 
-1700 627.70, 627.76, 600.49, 119.45, 602.41, 121.93, 234.65, 97.82, 
1_16001%&$628.8200 1 619.63, 1 602.45, 1 104.66, 1 602.41, 1 149.14, 1 237.87, 1 86.38, 1 
- 1500 629.79, 629.98, 601.61, 115.25, 602.51, 126.40, 241.16, 99.27, 
-1400. 625.31, 625.49, 601.45, 105.53, 602.39, 131.09, 245.92, 106.36, 
-1300 634.85, 638.81, 601.120, 601.12, 602.48, 162.73, 250.82, 113.68, 
- 1200 631.04, 632.25, 601.57, 118.40, 602.30, 124.37, 257.22, 139.24, 
-1100 637.66, 632.20, 601.18, 117.6900 602.34, 114.31, 262.20, 100.24, 
- 1000 619.09, 649.63, 601.42, 97.02, 602.20, 115.75, 268.52, 158.46, 
-900 614.61, 637.68, 601.13, 135.45, 602.17, 133.52, 276.66, 116.81, 
-800 618.83, 639.59, 600.94, 134.93, 602.30, 98.41, 286.43, 128.34, 
-700 608.38, 610.37, 601.32, 124.98, 602.36, 97.02, 296.10, 280.07, 
1 -600 1 611.0700 1 616.65, 1 601.19, 1 112.94, 1 602.28, 1 118.65, 1 309.06, 1 123.70, 1 
-500 652.17, 642.11, 601.35, 136.44, 602.3200 602.45, 325.31, 328.27, 
-400 613.43, 630.63, 601.38, 111.54, 602.07, 121.16, 346.30m 114.09 
1 -300 1 636.38, 1 629.07, 1 600.81, 1 128.07, 1 300.16 1 120.34, 1 375.55, r 106.87;1 
-200 648.0300 434.56 110.99 108.10, 602.14, 121.40, 422.52, 134.44, 
-100 144.65 144.73 54.89 54.88 56.43 56.42 59.53 59.56 
0 48.24 48.20 48.24 48.24 48.22 48.21 48.23 48.26 
1900 489.51 482.46 600.35, 105.5900 602.40, 128.21, 600.76, 307.09 
2000 499.06 498.35 600.17, 131.19, 600.43, 122.07 600.16, 343.59 
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Table 4.4. Bratu problem. 
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Table 4.5. Bratu problem: (iterations, evaluations of F(r)). 
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B-B 1 CUM 1 CUM-B XI N MN I MN-B 
-2ooo I (4,4) (9, ew (24,459k 
(9,9)uJ (196,2945), 
(12,12)00 (21,464).x 
(5,5)ca (46,951), 
-1900 I (535) (595) I (195,195)cO (34,513), I (27,271, I (26,536L 
(~81, I (2~4441, 
(5,5) -1200 ! 
-900 I (595) I (5,5) I (171,171)cO (17,251), I (43,43), I (20,35% 
-600 (12,12), 
-t- 
-700 (575) 
-600 (5,5) 
(25,513), (46,46), (21,356)~~ 
(23,465).x (24,24)x (13,321), 
(34,514), I (74,74)a, I (21,416), 
-500 (13,13)- 
* 
-400 (6,6) 
-300 (5,5) 
(3% 432)ca (63,63), (26,402)~ 
(24,367)~ (4% 4%x, (32,514), 
(1%34’&o 1 W,W, 1 (17,27&m 
-200 I (5,5) 
(Ll) I (171) 
loo I (4,4) (4,4) I (6, ‘3 (6.6) I 66) I C6,6l 
200 (494) =I= 300 (4>4) 400 (4,4) (6,6) (67 6) 0% 6) (‘%6) (‘536) 66) 
500 (4v4) =I= 600 (494) 700 (494) (40940) (4% 40) 
(42,42) (42,42) 
(44944) (44944) 
(46,46) (46,46) 
300 I (494) (4,4) I (797) (7P7) (797) (7!7) 
(7!7) (797) (797) 
(777) (777) (7!7) 
(737) (737) (7,7) 
(7!7) (7,7) (7>7) 
(7?7) (7>7) (737) 
(7,7) (7?7) (7?7) 
(737) (777) (797) 
900 (494) =I= 1000 (4,4) 1100 (494) (47947) I (47.47) 
(4’3,46) (4% 46) 
(5% 50) (5% 50) 
(51951) (51,51) 
(52,52) (52,52) 
(53,53) (53,53) 
(54,54) (54,54) 
(55,55) (55,55) 
(56956) (56956) 
(57757) (57,57) 
1200 I (4.4) (434) (777) 
(494) (777) 
(4Y4) (7v7) 
(4?4) (7?7) 
(4>4) (797) 
(4,4) (7,7) 
(4,4) (797) 
(474) (737) 
(494) (797) 
1300 (474) =I= 1400 (494) 1500 (494) 
1600 I (434) 
) 1700 (494) 1300 (4?4) 
--t 
1900 (4>4) 
2ooo (4,4) 
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Table 4.6. Bratu problem: CPU time (seconds). 
I x I N 1 N-B 1 B 1 B-B 1 CUM I CUM-B I MN 1 MN-B 
-2000 213.39 205.26 603.70, 124.8000 156.3600 93.89, 63.65, 124.550, 
-1900 259.11 258.74 602.05, 151.88, 95.26, 135.97m 63.32, 600.28,=., 
-1800 205.35 205.50 262.20, 125.83, 164.08w 108.3100 68.12, 119.76= 
-1700 606.8Om 621.18- 155.06, 130.54, 165.95, 100.78, 56.54, 203.17, 
-1600 254.29 254.82 144.22, 160.02, 113.2800 465.47= 56.33, 350.18- 
-1500 252.43 253.22 500.18, 107.59, 116.58, 114.14, 62.52, 169.73, 
-1400 251.38 252.62 499.91, 122.70, 151.2200 101.19~ 60.72, 454.24, 
-1300 253.05c,=z 253.14, 602.32, 124.48, 143.35, 118.57, 60.72, 117.36,, 
-1200 250.27 250.52 602.09, 128.93, 242.20, 117.59, 57.13, 600.6gw 
-1100 249.43 251.70 602.0600 125.82, 177.02, 126.50, 56.90, 601.6300 
-1000 600.37, 399.58 601.87, 104.20, 145.23, 95.77, 63.90, 101.9om 
-900 249.05 251.84 508.76, 97.02, 123.94, 110.07, 67.13, 167.92w 
1 -800 1 646.59, I 606.89, ~ 1 600.93, 1 133.09, 1 129.1400 ) 111.10, 1 89.64, I 454.23~ I 
-700 246.47 247.71 601.68, 125.46, 88.35, 103.14, 56.98, 104.40, 
-600 245.38 247.97 596.90, 150.06~ 185. 1200 115.90, 94.32, 116.41, 
-500 638.10m 593.13 600.4700 135.49, 162.33, 123.12, 68.03, 145.79, 
-400 I 291.90 I 291.88 1 600.51, 1 118.52, 1 132.54, 1 142.66, 1 56.52, 1 601.07, 
-300 242.60 242.57 600.15, 107.30, 210.32, 97.15, 63.13, 292.96, 
-200 242.59 242.34 162.43 119.41, 164.44, 121.83, 61.53, 181.50, 
I I I 
-100 619.67,, 607.74, 436.24, 116.9300 158.24, 97.31, 136.76, 132.61, 
0 48.31 50.12 48.31 48.31 48.32 48.34 48.46 48.41 
100 193.34 199.32 56.82 56.75 56.63 56.75 77.69 77.73 
200 193.31 201.42 56.75 56.77 56.65 56.64 87.56 87.50 
300 193.23 200.01 56.74 56.79 56.64 56.65 94.07 94.09 
400 193.26 199.61 58.49 58.55 58.33 58.30 100.55 100.64 
I I 1 
500 193.34 198.63 58.51 58.46 58.30 58.34 105.53 105.51 
600 193.26 199.31 58.46 58.48 58.28 58.35 108.77 108.73 
700 193.35 194.21 58.50 58.52 58.34 58.33 112.06 111.99 
800 193.23 193.21 58.49 58.46 58.33 58.32 115.23 115.36 
900 193.27 193.15 58.50 58.50 58.35 58.36 118.51 118.57 
1000 193.25 193.17 58.52 58.55 58.33 58.30 121.93 121.82 
1100 193.26 193.10 58.49 58.47 58.31 58.29 123.54 123.56 
1200 193.23 193.24 58.48 58.51 58.31 58.27 125.17 124.98 
1300 193.33 193.17 58.52 58.46 58.28 58.32 128.37 128.34 
1400 193.31 193.17 58.50 58.53 58.29 58.30 130.04 130.07 
1500 193.30 193.16 58.50 58.46 58.28 58.30 131.57 131.65 
1600 193.30 193.28 58.48 58.48 58.30 58.29 133.26 133.28 
1700 193.23 193.12 58.45 58.51 58.31 58.30 134.91 134.82 
1800 193.31 193.09 58.48 58.45 58.31 58.30 136.51 136.57 
1900 193.37 193.11 58.47 58.50 58.35 58.32 138.11 138.20 
2000 193.30 193.17 58.46 58.47 58.32 58.28 139.82 139.78 
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Table 4.7. Convectiondiffusion 1 oblem. 
=‘back I 
cx ootime 
* 
cx =ana 
=‘back mtime 
whack 1 @hime 
Wtime 
ootime 
Wtime 
With the aim of completing our report including experiments directly suggested by observation 
of the tables, an additional method (called Newton-BOX here) was used, which consists in apply- 
ing Newton’s method with a globalization strategy based on trust regions, fully described in [12]. 
We ran Newton’s method, Newton’s method with backtracking and Newton-BOX, allowing a 
maximum of one hour of CPU time. Four difficult problems were used. 
(i) Poisson with X = -2000; 
(ii) Bratu with X ‘= -1700; 
(iii) Convection-diffusion with X = -100; 
(iv) Convection-diffusion with X = 100. 
In the three first cases, none of the three algorithms satisfied the convergence criterion in the 
allotted time. In the fourth case, the same happens with the two first algorithms. However, 
Newton-BOX converges in 28 iterations and 406.1 seconds to the solution of the system. This 
problem is not extremely difficult. In fact, convergence using an inexact Newton strategy (see [13]) 
was previously reported in [lo]. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
As we mentioned in the Introduction, the set of experiments presented can be thought of as 
an “observation field,” from which conjectures or hypotheses for future experimental work can 
be formulated. Our own conjectures are the following: 
(a) Newton’s method without the backtracking strategy is the most robust algorithm for 
solving this type of problem. Backtracking corrects a bad behaviour of Newton only 
in three problems: Poisson with X = -200, Bratu with X = -1000 and Bratu with 
X = -500. On the other hand, we reported six convection-diffusion experiments where 
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Table 4.8. Convection-diffusion problem: (iterations, evaluations of F(z)). 
1x1 N 1 N-B 1 B I B-B I CUM 1 CUM-B 1 MN 1 MN-B 
-30 (5,5) (5*7) (2628) (18,541)~~ (238,238), (13,332), (342,342), (233,1522) 
-20 (494) (4?4) (1618) (24,550), (1618) (31,627), (343,343)00 (315,995), 
-10 (393) (393) (898) (10,14) (9,9) (9,9) (44344) (44944) 
I 100 I (12,12)co I (13,77)ca 1 (197,197), I (19,407), 1 (237,23%0 1 (24,604), 1 (341,341), 1 (203,3542), 
Table 4.9. Convection-diffusion problem: CPU time (seconds). 
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the pure local Newton method obtained the solution and N-B exceeded the allotted time. 
Cases where Newton did not converge were almost never corrected by the backtracking 
strategy. Finally, the number of problems effectively solved by Newton exceeded by far 
the number of problems solved by the other quasi-Newton algorithms. We conjecture that 
globalization strategies based on the monotone decrease of llF(~k)ll are, in general, of 
little efficiency, perhaps due to the presence of local minimizers of IIF(zk)ll, which can 
be points of attraction for these strategies. Nonmonotone strategies or homotopy-based 
globalization strategies should be better when the pure local Newton method does not 
work well. 
(b) Broyden’s method is the most robust, among the three other non-Newtonian algorithms 
tested here. Again, the backtracking strategy was not useful, in general, to improve 
robustness of the local methods, with the curious exception of MN for the Poisson problem. 
(c) When all the algorithms converge, Broyden and CUM are considerably faster than Newton 
and Modified Newton. 
(d) Although we have not performed the experiments, we conjecture that the conclusions 
stated here for Newton’s method are valid for the inexact Newton method when the 
Newtonian linear equation is solved with high accuracy and that our conclusions for the 
other quasi-Newton methods hold for the inexact Newton method when the linear system 
is solved with low accuracy. 
Finally, we hope to have detected a number of very difficult, though easy td describe, large 
nonlinear systems that represent a real challenge to globalization strategies. We hope that this 
will encourage future researchers to use them as test problems. 
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